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Right from the kick off, it’s been about the football 
It’s in our blood. We’re a passionate team of top-
level football coaches and players dedicated to 
sharing our love of the beautiful game with players 
of every age, from every corner of the earth.

We work at the very highest level (English Premier 
League and national teams) and have 20 years 
experience in delivering international football 
travel. So, when it comes to our tours, we take a 
completely tailored approach, creating incredible 
itineraries based on your specific goals. 

We take teams on unforgettable journeys, travelling 
to amazing cities and iconic stadiums, meeting 
heroes and making friends. Our unrivalled on-
the-ground knowledge means we can partner 
you with professional and national clubs for 
demanding training sessions, challenging games 
and inspiring behind-the-scenes tours.

We’re football people doing tours, not tour 
people doing football. We know the game 
and we know what it’s like to be a player, 
a supporter, a coach and a manager. 

Heads for travel, hearts for football
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One of the most visited and 
famous cities in the world, 
London has something for 
everyone. It has long been 
one of the most popular 
destinations with a rich history.

Not only is there a huge amount 
to see and explore, it is home to 
arguably the most famous soccer 
league in the world - the EPL!. Be 
prepared to have an amazing time.

Attractions include:

+ Tower of London 

+ River Thames Boat Cruise

+ Westminster

+  Buckingham Palace

+  Wembley and Stamford Bridge

+ Windsor Castle

+  Shopping on Oxford Street

HELLOL o n d o n
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Watch Live EPL 

LI
VE

The English Premiership has 
become one of the most 
exciting leagues in the world 
and boasts some of the 
most passionate fans!

Your team will enjoy the 
atmosphere with tickets to watch 
some of the top teams live.  

Once the schedules are confirmed, 
you will be informed of the live 
game you will see. Please note, 
matches are subject to availability 
of group tickets and date changes. 
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During the tour, you will get 
to experience behind the 
scenes of some of the most 
iconic stadiums in London. 

Enjoy a guided tour of stadiums 
such as Stamford Bridge, Spurs, 
the Emirates and Wembley, 
where you will get to see the 
in’s and out’s of these amazing 
structures as well as feel what 
it is like to be a pro player!

Highlights include:

+ Walking out of the tunnel 

+ Visiting the home dressing room

+ Seeing the stadium 
from different angles

+  Press room

+ Visit to the museum

+ Finding out the history of these 
amazing stadiums and clubs

STADIUMT O U R S
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Your team will be given the opportunity to train 
with professional coaches during your tour. 

We provide training sessions that suit the 
level and understanding of your team to 
ensure they have a great experience as well 
as learning a new style of coaching.

Professional Training
ELITE TRAINING
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We have vast experience in providing the correct 
environment for international games for travelling teams. 

We work with your team before travelling to identify the 
ability level, which allows us to arrange games against 
teams of the same or similar level. Our aim is to make 
these friendly games not only competitive but enjoyable.

International Games
TEST YOURSELF
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MGR Sports Tours are 
committed to making every trip a 
once in a lifetime experience not 
only for the players but for the 
whole familyl.

We understand that parents 
sometimes need time on their 
own to relax or to visit some of the 
attractions at their own pace so we 
create a schedule that allows parents 
to take time out, knowing that the 
players are in a safe environment 
where they are having fun.

Enjoy a drink in one of the many 
cafés and bars in the city, visit 
the many attractions or simply 
relax, doing things at your own 
pace - This will be an amazing 
experience for your family!

FAMILYT I M E
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Our staff are unique in that we are 
football people doing travel and not 
travel agents doing football. Our 
passion for the game is at the forefront 
of every part of this tour, and it’s our 
desire to share that passion with you by 
ensuring you have a truly unforgettable 
experience – before, during and after.

Our staff are easily available pre-tour 
to assist with registration and any other 
queries you may have. Our aim is to 
make you as comfortable as possible..

Stephen joined MGR Sports Tours at its inception and 
has played a major part in the growth of the organisation.

He is responsible for the overall development of the 
football tour product as well as the implementation and 
delivery of our international travel program. He has vast 
experience in the football travel industry, from one tour 
of 25 people to over 1500 people travelling to a number 
of destinations all over the world annually. He played an 
integral role in the planning, coordination and delivery 
of the World Cup and Euro Tours in various different 
countries.

Gary has an high level of passion for sports 
travel and has been integral in the formation 
and success of MGR Sports Tours.

Gary has a large amount of experience in the football 
travel industry. Networking extensively in London 
and Eastern Europe in the early stages, ensures that 
his capacity to deliver is high quality and unique to 
each of his customers. His knowledge of football 
here is substantial and that allows for great detail 
to be shared with new and existing customers.

Stephen Gilfillan Gary Reilly 
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Morning Afternoon Evening

Thursday Depart early from a UK airport 
for the flight to London

Arrive and make the short 
journey by private bus to the 
hotel. Check in then lunch

Head to Wembley to enjoy a guided 
tour of the National Stadium. Visit 
behind the scenes of this famous 
venue. Transfer by bus to game venue

Friendly game vs. English 
opposition of similar standard

Post match evening meal 

Friday Breakfast at the hotel then head to a 
nearby venue for a training session 
with top level coaches. After training 
head into London for the first time

Spend time in London visiting some 
of the main attractions including 
Westminster, Buckingham Palace, 
Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus, 
Leicester Square and Downing Street

Friendly game vs. English 
opposition of similar standard

Post match evening meal 

Saturday Breakfast at the hotel then head 
to a nearby venue for a training 
session with top level coaches. 
Lunch then depart from live game

Soak up the pre-match atmosphere 
of a Live Premier League game 
(game schedule to be confirmed)

Return to the hotel after the game 
and enjoy a farewell evening meal

Sunday Breakfast at the hotel then head into 
London for the final time for some 
last minute sightseeing and shopping

Return to the hotel and depart 
for the airport for flight home

Our itineraries are created 
to ensure you have an 
amazing experience with 
your team mates and family. 

The itinerary provides a fantastic 
blend of football, culture and 
time with friends and family that 
is key to you having a trip of a 
lifetime. Our flexibility will make 
sure the players experience the 
best football environment as 
well as being able to experience 
the culture of the city and the 
parents can spend time exploring 
the at their own pace, knowing 
that the players are in a safe 
environment and well looked after.

The schedule will be tailored to suit the needs of your group. The above gives an example of the flow..

NB: This schedule is an example 
only and subject to slight changes
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 + 3 nights hotel accommodation 
in London based on 
minimum 2 sharing  

 + Breakfast and evening 
meal (lunch not included)

 + All transport by private 
bus and local transport

 + Stadium Tour of Wembley

 + Training sessions 
with pro coaches

 + International friendly games vs 
English opposition (inc all fees)  

 + Match ticket to Live game 
(schedule dependent)

 + Sightseeing in London

 + Water at training and games

 + Tour planning and delivery

 + Tour guides with the group 
for the full tour duration

 + ‘El Clasico’ fundraiser

Inclusions & Price
Below shows an overview of inclusions and price for your tour.

Price per person - excluding flights

Total

Deposit - April 1st 

                 £  485

                                                              £ 95

Not included

 + International flight

 + individual travel insurance

6 x Installment Payments  
Taken on the 1st of the month                                                                
May to Oct 2023                                                             
                                                         £ 65
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El Clasico Raffle

We offer a unique fundraising 
tool that can save over £100 per 
person off the cost of the trip!

Each person who signs up for the trip 
will receive a book of 20 raffle tickets. 
The prize is a fantastic trip for two 
people to Spain to watch El Clasico!

Each individual has the opportunity 
to save more than £100 towards the 
cost of their trip, which they keep! 
If you believe you can sell enough 
tickets to cover the cost of your trip, 
we will provide you with more.

2 x round trip flights

4 x nights 
accommodation

4 star hotel in either Barcelona or Madrid

2 x tickets to El Clasico
Real Madrid vs. FC Barcelona Live
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Contact us for more information
T: +44 (0) 1334 657 790 

W: enquiries@mgrsportstours.com

Get in touch
We are committed to making sure that 
you have the best tour possible. So if 
you have any queries relating to your 
tour please feel free to contact us. 

Your tour representatives’ details are opposite. 
You can also follow all things MGR Sports Tours 
via our website and social media links below.
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